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Abstract
SERPINE2 is a genetic marker of Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease (COPD), which
is a complex human disease and has no cure. In COPD patients three distinct pathology features,
Emphysema, Chronic bronchitis and bronchus- associated lymphoid tissue or BALT like lesions,
are observed. SERPINE2 deficient mouse was studied in Mariani lab to find association of
SERPINE2 with COPD. This mouse model emulates the lungs of COPD and mimics the lesions of
BALT in COPD, with excessive lymphocytes.
A total of six samples, three knock out and three age - matched wild type, were used for
differential gene expression analysis by Microarray. Multiple methods (PLIER, RMA and MAS5)
were used to extract and normalize the previously generated expression data. Multiple analytical
approaches, Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM) at FDR < 5% and T-Test at P-value <
0.05 + fold change of 1.5 up or down, were used to find significantly differently expressed genes.
At FDR < 5%, SAM identified seven genes common and T-Test at P-value < 0.05 + FC of 1.5
identified 26 genes common in all three versions of data methods (PLIER, RMA and MAS5). The
combined gene selection approach (SAM and T-Test + FC), identified 12 genes (CD247, CYR61,
IGHM, FLNB, FSCN1, NFKBIE, PDE4B, RAC2, STAT1, CLIC5, NRAS and SERPINE2)
common in all three versions of data.
DAVID and IPA were used to detect gene ontology and canonical pathways associated
with significantly different genes. Both pathway detection approaches detected numerous known
and novel COPD related pathways such as inflammation, T and B cell development, lymphocytes
and immune response. The genes and pathways detected from the study may serve as potential
markers of COPD and may provide insights to study the etiology of COPD.
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Discovering the role of SERPINE2 in COPD
Introduction
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary Disease also known as COPD is a lung disease characterized
by irreversible, progressive chronic obstruction of airflow in lung that interferes with normal
breathing (1). It is a complex human disease diagnosed in aged subjects. It is likely influenced by
multiple genetic and environmental factors, such as cigarette smoke, pollutants and gene-byenvironment interactions. Airflow obstruction can occur from destruction of either airways
(chronic bronchitis) or airspace (emphysema) or both.

Prevalence and Mortality

Figure 1: Prevalence of asthma and COPD in USA. Figure is from
Asthma and COPD, May 28, 2006 (2, 3, 4). COPD is diagnosed in 10 million patients, 3 million
diagnosed with Emphysema and 11 million diagnosed with Chronic bronchitis. Every year
120,000 patients diagnosed with COPD die.

COPD is projected to be fourth leading cause of death worldwide by 2030. It is third
leading cause of death in United States, surpassed only by heart disease and cancer. Its economic
burden in 2007 was $42.6 billion in healthcare (2, 3, 4 and 5).

COPD Diagnosis
COPD is diagnosed and confirmed by testing the lung function using Spirometry. Spirometry
can be used to measure the forced expiratory volume in one second (FEV1) and the forced volume
vital capacity (FVC). In COPD patients, FVC and the ratio of FEV1: FVC are reduced due to
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reduced lung elasticity. A patient is diagnosed with COPD when the FEV1/FVC is less than 0.7
(6).
Figure 2 shows comparison of age and the percentage FEV1, which decreases, as a person gets
older. Also, the FEV1 rate is higher for nonsmokers or for people who quit smoking early as
compare to prolonged smokers (7).

Figure 2: Age against FEV1 rate. Figure is borrowed from O’Donnell et al. 2003. Can Respiratory
Journal (7). FEV1 rate reduces as person gets older. Nonsmokers and early cigarette smoking
quitters have higher lung elasticity and higher FEV1.
COPD Classification:
COPD can be presented with three distinct pathology factors; emphysema, chronic bronchitis
and BALT. Inflammation is a common factor of all three pathologies, although in inflammation
can be different.
Emphysema
In Emphysema over the period of time, the tissue around small air sacs (alveoli) gets destroyed
and the lung function is affected. This destructive process is associated with inflammation, the
recruitment/retention of inflammatory cell types into the lung. Specifically, in emphysema, the
elastic fibers responsible for airspace closure during expiration are also destroyed. Due to this,
during exhalation, the air gets trapped in the lungs, as shown in the figure 3a (1).
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A

B

Figure 3: a) In Emphysema, air sacs collapse due to excess mucus and inflammation.
Air gets trapped during exhalation. b) In Chronic bronchitis, due to excess mucus and
inflammation, the airway lumen narrows and airflow is compromised.
Both Emphysema and Chronic bronchitis makes it difficult for patient to breathe. Figure is from
PubMed Health COPD accessed on Nov 28, 2011 (1).
Chronic Bronchitis
In chronic bronchitis, the main air passages of the lung become smaller, resulting in reduced
flow of air. This can be due to excessive secretion of mucus resulting in narrowing of the airway
lumen (Figure 3B). Alternatively, or in addition, the bronchi can become thickened through a
fibrotic process, resulting in smaller and stiffer airways, less conducive to airflow. Inflammation
plays

a

role

in

both

airway

wall

fibrosis

and

excessive

mucus

production.

Bronchus associated Lymphoid Tissue (BALT)
In COPD, bronchus- associated lymphoid tissue or BALT like lesions are observed in
particular in patients with a more severe form of COPD, as documented by Hogg and colleagues in
2004 (5). Along with BALT, excessive inflammation and presence of in B cells and CD4 T cells
have been seen in patients with COPD (figure 4).
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Figure 4: Panel A shows BALT like lesions. Panel B and C show development of B cells and CD4
cells respectively. Panel D shows an airway, which has been extensively remodeled by connective
tissue deposition. Taken from Figure 2 of Hogg and colleagues. N Engl J Med June 2004 (5).

Pathophysiology of COPD
It has been proven in previous studies that the major environmental factor contributing to
COPD is cigarette smoking. Other factors include years of inhaling harmful industrial toxins,
chemicals and fumes, prolong exposure to air pollution or second hand cigarette smoke. These
exposures lead to accumulation and inflammation in lungs.
Recent studies show that along with environmental factors, especially cigarette smoking, there
are genetic factors that contribute to COPD. One of the genetic factors is a severe deficiency of
alpha-1 antitrypsin (AAT), in which the body does not make enough protease inhibitor needed to
protect lungs and liver from damage. Studies show that smokers with AAT deficiency have 100 %
chance to develop emphysema. These studies led to the hypothesis that a protease-anti protease
imbalance may cause emphysema, due to an imbalance of inflammatory cell proteases and
endogenous protease inhibitors in the lungs (8, 9).
Oxidative stress induced by oxidants found in cigarette smoke can propagate the inflammatory
response by activating transcription factors such as NF-kappa B and activated protein 1 (AP-1).
Cigarette smoke when goes into epithelial cells and alveolar macrophages, releases a tumor
necrosis actor-(TNF), which in turn activates NF-kappa B (figure 5) (8,9,10, and 11).
ses8152@rit.edu
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Figure 5: Inflammation due to cigarette smoking activates TNF alpha and in turn activates NFkB.
Figure taken from figure 3 of Donohue et al. May 28, 2006.

Genome-wide Expression Profiling in COPD
DNA microarray technology has been proven to be a powerful tool capable of biomarker
discovery in various genome wide association and human genetic studies including COPD. There
have been several recent studies that used microarray technology to identify novel pathways
involved in the pathogenesis of COPD (13, 14, 19-23). . With microarray expression technology it
is possible to compare simultaneous expression of thousands of genes (17, 18, 19, and 20).

SERPINE2 Genetic marker
In collaborative studies, using a combination of human genetics and mouse genomics data, the
Mariani Lab helped to discover SERPINE2 as a candidate COPD susceptibility gene (12, 13, 14,
and 19). SERPINE2 is an inhibitor of serine proteases such as thrombin, and a relative of AAT.
The Mariani lab has used SERPINE2 knock out mouse model to study impact of SERPINE2
deficiency in the lung. This SERPINE2 knock out lung model emulates the lungs of COPD.
Starting at 8 weeks, it was observed that the mice lacking SERPINE2 spontaneously develop
inflammation. At 8 months of age these mice mimic the lesions of BALT in COPD, with excessive
lymphocytes. Mariani lab also observed that these mice have altered responses in a mouse model
ses8152@rit.edu
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of asthma, with an increase in the number of lymphocytes. These observations suggest that mouse
model is relevant to study human COPD disease.

Goal and Rationale:
Based on previous studies and data, we hypothesize that SERPINE2 is a factor in suppressing
lung lymphocyte accumulation. The Mariani Lab has performed genome wide expression profiling
of lung tissue from unchallenged, adult SERPINE2 deficient mice and age matched controls. Data
analysis helped to identify significantly differentiated genes and pathways for SERPINE2
mediated susceptibility to abnormal inflammatory responses in these mice.
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Materials and Methods
The previously generated expression data was stored in the form of .CEL and .CHP files.
Expression intensities were extracted from the raw data using multiple normalization approaches,
followed by standard quality control procedures. Samples and genes passing quality control
thresholds were further used for differential gene expression analysis. Differentially expressed
genes identified by multiple analytical approaches were used for pathway analysis to get a better
understanding of the molecular mechanisms involved. Figure 6 below shows a flowchart of the
steps involved in data analysis.

Extraction and
Normalization

PLIER
(www.Affymetrix.com)

RMA
(http://rmaexpress.bmbolstad.com/)

Quality
Control

Gene Selection

Pathway
Detection

MAS5
(www.Affymetrix.com)

Non-parametric bootstrap
(http://www.tm4.org/mev)

Significance Analysis of
Microarrays
(http://www.tm4.org/mev)

DAVID
(http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov)

T-Test + Fold Change
(Microsoft Excel)

IPA
(http://www.ingenuity.com)

Figure 6: Data analysis demonstration in steps.
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A. Data Extraction and Normalization
Multiple normalization approaches were applied to the raw data to obtain probe set level
summaries of the expression intensities of 45101 probe sets representing about 28000 unique genes
presented on Affymetrix Moe430 version 2.0 gene chip. In this gene chip, eleven probes make a
probe set and for every probe there exists a pair of perfect match (PM) and mismatch (MM) probe.
Each normalization method utilizes either PM or MM or both to extract intensities from the raw
data files as outlined below (15 -23).

A.1

Probe Logarithmic Intensity Error Estimation (PLIER)

The PLIER algorithm developed and released in 2004 by Affimetrix and implemented in
Expression Console, is a commercially available software package to analyze expression data.
PLIER algorithm extracts expression intensity values from raw data at probe level matrices. It
computes background corrected values for a pair of PM and MM probe. It accounts for systematic
differences in intensity between features by including parameters describing small differences.
PLIER algorithm produces background corrected and normalized expression summary at probe set
level (15, 16, 17, and 18).
PLIER

was

performed

using

Expression

Console

version

1.1.2

by

Affymetrix

(http://www.affymetrix.com/browse/level_seven_software_products_only.jsp?productId=131414&
categoryId=35623#1_1) (15).

A.2

Robust Multichip Average (RMA)

Robust Multichip Average algorithm extracts expression data at probe-level metrics. RMA
computes local background for PM only. It gives background corrected, Log2 transformed and
Quantile normalized expression summary at probe-set level matrices. RMA uses median polish to
summarize the expression values.
RMA was performed using RMA Express (http://rmaexpress.bmbolstad.com/) (16).
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A.3

Microarray Suite 5.0 (MAS5)

MAS 5.0 algorithm computes local background (PM and MM) and then subtracts a weighted
combination of these background estimates from each probe intensity. The intensity values are
Log2 transformed to equalize the contribution from different probes. It gives background
corrected, Log2 transformed expression summary at probe-set level matrices. MAS 5.0 was
performed using Gene Chip Operating Software version 1.4 by Affymetrix (15 and 17).

B. Quality Control

B.1

Expression Console

Array quality was accessed prior to differential expression profiling in order to prevent spurious
results and reduce false detection. Expression console was used to visually inspect the quality of
the arrays. Box plots of the expression intensities were generated to find the distribution of
intensity values of samples and to identify any outliers.

B.1

Nonparametric Bootstrap (NP-BS)

The Nonparametric Bootstrap procedure was performed on all versions of data (PLIER, RMA, and
MAS5) to detect unintended association among samples (27). NP-BS generates pseudo-replicated
datasets by repeated random re-sampling of genes. After each set of re-sampling, a pseudo-samples
is performed. The result is assessed in terms of number of times samples grouped together in a
particular cluster. MultiExperiment Viewer (MeV) Version 4.8 was used to perform
Nonparametric bootstrap analysis (http://www.tm4.org/mev/).

C.

Gene selection

The goal of the study was to find genes that are significantly differentially expressed between the
two conditions (WT & KO). Differential expression was assessed using two analytical approaches
on all three versions of the datasets of PLIER, RMA and MAS5.
C.1

Welch’s t-test for unequal variance in conjunction with fold change (24).

C.2

Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) (25).

C.1.1 Welch’s T-Test
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Unpaired Welch’s T-Test was used on each gene to test for the differences between mean
expression intensities of two groups (Eq 1). Genes were identified as significantly different if the
calculated p-value was 0.05 or lower (17, 23). Welch’s t-test was performed using Microsoft
Excel.
t

1   2
 12
n1



 22
n2

Eq. 1

µ1 and µ2 are means,
σ1 and σ2 are variances
n1 and n2 are sample numbers.
C.1.2

Fold change

For all genes, fold change was calculated by dividing the mean expression intensity value for KO
by the mean expression intensity value for WT. For PLIER and MAS5 fold change was calculated
and then log transformed. While, for RMA, the data being already log transformed, log fold
change was computed by taking the differences of mean log (KO) – mean log (WT). Genes with
ratios above threshold (T) and below 1/T were retained. Fold change was computed using
Microsoft Excel.
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C. 2 Significance analysis of Microarrays (SAM)
Tusher et. al. (2001) developed a statistical method, Significance Analysis of Microarray, to
identify significant and differentially expressed genes (17, 18, and 25).

Calculate Observed
SAM Statistic, d(i)

Rank Genes
by d(i)

Switch sample labels
to generate
randomized dataset

Compute d(i) for
randomized dataset

Repeat
20 times

Rank Genes
by randomized d (i)

Calculate Expected d (i)
by taking average of each randomized d(i) for a particular rank

Calculate ∆
= Obs d (i) – Exp d(i)

Set ∆ to make
median FDR < 0.05

Figure 7: Significance Analysis of Microarray

Samples were assigned for SAM into to two groups: WT & KO. As shown in figure 7 above, SAM
calculates an observed SAM statistic to find if mean expression level of a gene in one group is
significantly different from mean expression level in another group. For each gene, an observed
SAM score is assigned based on the mean expression level change between two groups divided by
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the standard deviation of the measurements in addition to a factor S0 to minimize coefficient of
variation. Genes are ranked based on their ascending observed d (i) scores. Sample labels are then
switched and the samples are then grouped in classes (KO & WT) based on their new labels, but
retaining the original gene expression values. The d (i) value is calculated for each randomized
dataset. Genes are ranked based on the randomized d (i) score. Random permutations are repeated
a number of times. At the end of all iterations, all randomized d (i) scores are averaged to get the
expected score for a particular rank. The threshold ∆ calculated by taking a difference between
expected score and observed score. For the analysis of expression data from SERPINE2 KO and
age matched controls, ∆ was chosen such that FDR was less than 5% of genes identified as
differentially expressed.
False discovery rate (FDR) was calculated to find out the estimated error rate for the genes that are
truly significantly differentiated.

SAM

was

performed

using

MultiExperiment

Viewer

(MeV)

Version

4.8

(http://www.tm4.org/mev/).

D.

Pathway detection

Pathway detection was done using
D.1

Database

for

Annotation,

Visualization

and

Integrated

Discovery

(DAVID)

(http://david.abcc.ncifcrf.gov/)
D2.

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA)

(http://www.ingenuity.com/products/pathways_analysis.html).
These bioinformatics resources provided functional interpretation of large lists of genes derived
from genomic studies.
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D.1

Database for Annotation, Visualization and Integrated Discovery (DAVID)

DAVID is an online database that identifies pathways and gene ontologies (GO) enriched in a
given gene set. The GO in DAVID classifies gene products in terms of their associated biological
processes, cellular components and molecular functions. GO classes with p-value less than 0.05
were identified as significantly enriched in the gene lists analyzed (27, 28).

D.2

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA)

Ingenuity Pathway Analysis (IPA) is a commercial, online repository of published biological
interactions and functional annotations. It was used to identify the canonical pathways that were
dysregulated in the list of differentially expressed genes. Pathways with p-value less than 0.05
were identified as significantly dysregulated (27, 28).
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E.

Validation by Quantitative real time qPCR
Molecular validation was attempted for differentially expressed genes using quantitative real

time Polymerase Chain Reaction (qPCR) (Figure 8).
Reverse transcription was performed using primer and MultiScribe reverse transcriptase (Applied
Biosystems, Foster City, CA). Quantitative real-time PCR (qPCR) was performed for each sample,
as described previously (12), using SYBR green chemistry (Applied Biosystems) on an Viia7 realtime PCR system (Applied Biosystems). This process involved three steps of denaturation,
annealing and extension, which were repeated 30 to 40 times. At the end of each cycle the DNA
molecule of interest was amplified (figure 8a). qPCR data was analyzed by setting a threshold C T
that intersects the signal curve in its exponential phase (figure 8b) (26).
qPCR assays were performed for the selected genes in each sample (n = 7 lungs in each group).
The expression level of each gene in each sample was normalized to the expression level of
mRNA for the endogenous control peptidyl-prolyl isomerase A (PPIA), and calculated as the
average relative expression level for each group.
A

B

CT

Figure 8: a) Real Time PCR process. Step 1 is denaturation of cDNA to separate two strands. Step
2 is annealing of specific primers after sample is cooled to 54 deg. Step 3 is extension using DNA
polymerase. This cycle is repeated 30 to 40 times to get the final product and in each cycle the
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cDNA is doubled. b) Amplification plot with threshold cycle CT that intersects the signal curve in
its exponential phase.

Results
Genome-wide expression profiling using DNA microarrays was performed to identify
differentially expressed genes in the set of SERPINE2 Knock Out (KO) and Wild Type (WT)
mice. Total RNA extracted from whole lungs of 8 weeks old SERPINE2 KO (n=9) and age
matched WT (n=9) control mice were pooled (n=3 in each group). Each of these pooled RNA was
profiled using Affymetrix Moe430 version 2.0 arrays (having 45101 probe sets representing about
28000 genes). The signal intensity values of all the samples were extracted using PLIER, RMA
and MAS5.

A.

Quality Control

1.

Visual Inspection
Visual inspection of individual chip images by Expression Console did not identify any

problematic or outlier sample. Intensity values of all the samples were within the same range with
similar medians (figure 9). All six samples were included for further analysis.
Distribution of Expression Intensities across all samples

PLIER Normalized Expression Intensities

KO1

KO2

KO3

WT1

WT2

WT3

Figure 9: Intensity value plot created using Expression Console. All samples are within the same
range with similar medians.
ses8152@rit.edu
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2.

Filtering
Nonparametric Bootstrap analysis using all 45101 probe sets generated dendograms with
no clear separation among samples of each group (figure 10a).

2.1

Quartile Filtering
To improve the quality of the data, multiple filtering approaches were applied for noise
reduction. Quartile filtering was applied to all three versions (PLIER, RMA and MAS5). First,
quartile filtering reduced all datasets by 25% and we were able to retain 32897 probe sets for
PLIER, 33337 probe sets for RMA and 33256 probe sets for MAS5 (figure 10b).
Subsequently, second quartile filtering option (reducing datasets by 50%) was used to get
improved association that was not achieved by first quartile. With second quartile filtering
21921 probe sets from PLIER, 22229 probe sets from RMA and 21921 probe sets from MAS5
were retained (figure 10c). We were unable to accomplish an ideal single set of probe sets from
quartile filtering approaches.
None of the above filtering strategies segregated the samples into two groups according to
their genotypes (WT and KO). This prompted the application of a widely used approach,
MAS5 detection call, as an alternative.

2.2

MAS5 detection
MAS5 algorithm generated detection call based on probe level matrices as present, absent
and intermediate. In order to derive a filtered gene set MAS5 detection calls were assigned the
following scores: present (P) = 1.0, absent (A) = 0.0 and intermediate (I) = 0.5. Genes scoring
0.5 and above in all three samples in either group (wild type or knock out) were retained.
MAS5 detection call yielded one dataset containing 23077 probe sets for all versions of data.
These 23077 probe sets were used for further analysis of gene selection. Hierarchical cluster
using 23077 also did not show bi-partition of Wild Type and Knock Out samples (figure 10d).
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a) All samples without filtering, 45101 probe sets
PLIER

RMA

MAS5

b) First Quartile
PLIER

RMA

MAS5

c) Second Quartile

PLIER
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d) Mas5 Detection call; 23077 probe sets
PLIER

RMA

MAS5

Figure 10: a) Cluster with no filtering. No clear separation among samples of each group. b)
Cluster from first quartile filtering. c) Cluster from second quartile filtering. d) Cluster from
MAS5 detection call approach. Clear separation between KO and WT was not achieved but
clustering was improved for RMA and MAS5 data. Dendrogram lines are colored based on the
frequency of occurrence of the cluster: Grey/Black: 90% or higher; Blue: 80-90%; Green: 7080%; Yellow: 50-70%; Pink: less than 50%.
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B.

Gene selection
Differentially expressed genes were assessed using multiple approaches on each of
the normalized versions of data.

1.

Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM)
Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM) at median False Discovery Rate (FDR)
of 0.0 identified 10 probe sets for PLIER (representing 8 annotated genes), 14 probe sets
for RMA (representing 12 annotated genes) and 10 probe sets for MAS5 (representing 8
annotated genes). At median FDR = 0, there was no overlap among the probe sets
identified by SAM in the three normalized datasets, PLIER, RMA and MAS5. The union
was 32 among three normalized datasets, PLIER, RMA and MAS5.
To be inclusive SAM was applied at a reduced stringency of FDR < 5% of
differential expressed genes. This run identified 20 probe sets for PLIER (representing 17
annotated genes), 19 probe sets for RMA (representing 16 annotated genes) and 20 probe
sets for MAS5 (representing 18 annotated genes). Among these lists, seven probe sets
representing seven genes (Serpine2, Clic5, Nras, Igj, Igl-V1, Cyr61 and Dbp) were
common to all and the union was 49 probe sets (Table 1). Figure 12a shows all
differentially expressed probe sets identified by SAM at p-value of 0.05. Figure 12b shows
the expression intensities of the seven genes identified as differentially expressed in all
three versions of data. These seven genes were able to classify the samples into two groups
according to their genotypes.

Gene selection

Differentially expressed probe sets
PLIER

RMA

MAS5

Intersection

Union

SAM FDR = 0.0

10

14

10

0

32

SAM FDR < 0.05

20

19

20

7

49

Table 1: SAM of FDR 0.0 identified 10, 14 and 10 probe sets for PLIER, RMA and MAS5
respectively. There were no overlapping genes for FDR 0.0. At a reduced stringency of
FDR < 5%, SAM identified 20, 19 and 20 probe sets for PLIER, RMA and MAS5
respectively with overlap of seven genes and union of 49.
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A

B

Figure 12: A) At FDR < 5%, SAM identified 20, 19 and 20 probe sets for PLIER, RMA and
MAS5 respectively with overlap of seven genes and an union of 49 genes.
b) Cluster of the seven genes identified by SAM. Red color indicates genes that were over
expressed and green color indicates genes that were under expressed. Ex: Serpine2 was over
expressed in all three WT samples but was expressed at a very low intensity for KO samples.
These seven genes were able to classify the samples into two groups according to their genotypes.

Union of probe sets identified as different by SAM analysis at FDR < 5% provided a set of 49
probe sets that were further used for pathway detection process.

2.

T-Test & Fold Change (FC)
T-Test at P-value < 0.05 in conjunction with Fold Change (FC) of 2.0 identified 10
probe sets for PLIER, 15 probe sets for RMA and 26 probe sets for MAS5. The overlap
was 9 probe sets representing 9 genes (SERPINE2, IGL-V1, IGJ, IGHM, DBP, CYR61,
Abhd1, adamT39, 9m10883) between PLIER, RMA and MAS5.
To be more inclusive, a modified combinatorial strategy was applied. T-Test at pvalue < 0.05 gave 516 probe sets between all three versions of datasets.
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T-Test Pvalue <

PLIER

RMA

MAS5

Intersection

Union

10

15

26

9

34

49

40

77

28

87

0.05 + FC = 2
T-Test Pvalue <
0.05 + FC = 1.5

Table 2: T-Test at P-value < 0.05 + FC of 2.0 identified 10, 15 and 26 probe sets for
PLIER, RMA and MAS5 respectively. 9 probe sets were common in all three PLIER,
RMA and MAS5 and union was 34 probe sets. At reduced stringency, T-Test at P-value <
0.05 + FC of 1.5 identified 49, 40, and 77 probe sets for PLIER, RMA and MAS5
respectively. The intersection was 28 probe sets and union was 87 probe sets. These 28
probe sets were able to classify the samples into two groups according to their genotypes.

Using the 516 probe sets, a reduced dataset was created. Among the probe sets
identified as different by t-test (p<0.05) in all three versions of the data, FC criterion was
modified to 1.5 fold or higher in 2 of the 3 versions of the dataset. This modified FC
criterion identified 87 probe sets as union and 28 probe sets (representing 26 genes) as the
intersection in all PLIER, RMA and MAS5 (Figure 13a). These 28 probe sets were able to
classify the samples into two groups according to their genotypes (Figure 13b). The
modified FC criterion identified 116 significantly differentially expressed probe sets as a
union in two out of three datasets (representing 87 annotated genes).
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B

A

Figure 13: A) Reduced stringency T-Test at P-value < 0.05 + FC of 1.5 identified 49, 40, and 77
probe sets for PLIER, RMA and MAS5 respectively with overlap of 28 probe sets. B) Cluster of
the intersection of 28 probe sets (representing 26 genes) identified by T-Test at P-value < 0.05 +
FC of 1.5. Red color indicates genes that were over expressed and green color indicates genes that
were less expressed. Ex: Serpine2 was over expressed in all three WT samples but was expressed
at a very low intensity for KO samples. These 26 genes were able to classify the samples into two
groups according to their genotypes.
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A union of 116 probe sets was significantly different in two of the three data
versions and was further used for pathway detection.

3.

SAM + T-Test & Fold Change
SAM at FDR < 0.05 identified a union of 49 probe sets as significantly different. T-Test
& FC at p-value 0.05 and FC 1.5 or higher identified a union of 116 probe sets as significantly
different.
Among the combined gene selection approach (SAM and T-Test + FC), a union of 133
probe sets were identified as significantly different. An overlap was 12 probe sets representing
12 genes (CD247, CYR61, IGHM, FLNB, FSCN1, NFKBIE, PDE4B, RAC2, STAT1, CLIC5,
NRAS and SERPINE2). This list of 133 probe sets was used for further analysis of pathway
detection (Table 3).

SAM

T-Test (p-value 0.05)

Intersection

Union

12

133

+ FC (1.5)
Significantly Diff

49

116

Genes

Table 3: Combined Gene selection approach: SAM and T-Test at P-value < 0.05 + FC of
1.5. SAM at FDR < 5% identified 49 significantly differentiated probe sets. T-Test at Pvalue < 0.05 + FC of 1.5 identified 116 significantly differentiated probe sets. For the
combined approach, the intersection was 12 probe sets and the union was 133 probe sets.
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2 of 3 data versions

133

Figure 14: Union of SAM at FDR < 5% was 49 probe sets. Union of T-Test (0.05) + FC
(1.5) were 87 probe sets. Union of combined approach of SAM (FDR < 0.05) and T-Test
(0.05) + FC (1.5) identified 133 probe sets to be significantly differentially expressed.
Among the 133 probe sets 12 probe sets were overlapped in both SAM + T-Test & FC.

C.

Pathway Detection
In order to identify functional annotation and biological significance associated
with differentially expressed genes, gene ontology assessment was performed using
DAVID and IPA. As previously described in methods, three different gene lists were used
for pathway detection: 49 probe sets identified by SAM, 116 probe sets identified by TTest + FC analysis and 133 probe sets that were identified by a combined union of SAM
and T-Test + FC analysis. DAVID was used to detect categories for Gene Ontology (GO)
and IPA was used to detect Canonical pathways.

Probe sets identified by Significance Analysis of Microarray (SAM)
SAM identified 49 probe sets as significantly different out of which 46 had
annotations in DAVID. DAVID detected enriched annotation for 15 categories of
Biological processes and 2 categories of molecular function at p-value < 0.05. DAVID
ses8152@rit.edu
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classified 13 out of 34 (38%, p < 0.05) probe sets for protein transport and localization
(GO: 0051179, GO: 0006886 and GO: 0006810). 9 out of 34 (26%, p < 0.05) probe sets
were classified for cell differentiation and cellular developmental process (GO: 0030154
and GO: 0048869). 29 out of 36 (80%, p < 0.05) probe sets were classified for intracellular,
Golgi membrane (GO: 0005622, GO: 0044424 ). 20 out of 36 (55%, p < 0.05) probe sets
were classified for protein binding (GO: 0005515) (figure 15a).
IPA on the other hand detected annotations for 46 probe sets and identified 54
canonical pathways at p-value < 0.05. Below are the top ten Canonical pathways detected
by IPA


B Cell Receptor Signaling, 5 out of 46 (10%, p < 0.05)



Cdc42 Signaling, 2 out of 46 (4%, p < 0.05)



T Cell Receptor Signaling, 2 out of 46 (4%, p < 0.05)



IL-3 Signaling, 3 out of 46 (5%, p < 0.05)



cAMP-mediated signaling, 4 out of 46 (8%, p < 0.05)



Cell Cycle: G2/M DNA Damage Checkpoint Regulation, 3 out of 46 (5%, p < 0.05)



Antigen processing and presentation Pathway, 5 out of 46 (10%, p < 0.05)



Protein Kinase A Signaling, 5 out of 46 (10%, p < 0.05)



ERK5 Signaling 5 out of 46 (10%, p < 0.05)

Thirty three out of the fifty four Canonical pathways are demonstrated below (figure 15b).
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Figure 15: A) Gene ontology categories (SAM analysis at FDR < 5%) overrepresented at P value <
0.05. Given are GO category name, number and percentage of genes within each category in black
bars or all genes tested represented by open bars. B) Top 33 out of 54 Canonical pathways (SAM
analysis at FDR < 5%) presented at P value < 0.05. Given are canonical pathways and log p-value
for each pathway. Yellow line shows the threshold for each canonical pathway that was
significantly detected.

Probe sets identified by T-Test + Fold Change
T-Test at p-value 0.05 + FC at 1.5 folds up or down, identified 116 probe sets as
significantly different out of which 64 had annotations in DAVID. DAVID detected enriched
annotation for 27 categories of Biological processes and 4 categories of molecular function at
p-value < 0.05. DAVID classified 16 out of 54 (29%, p < 0.05) probe sets for antigen
processing and response to stimulus (GO:0048584, GO:0019882, and GO:0050896). 31 out of
63 probe sets (47%, p < 0.05) had classification for protein binding (GO: 0005515). 13 out of
64 probe sets (20%, p < 0.05) were annotated for plasma membrane (GO: 0044459). 9 out of
54 probe sets (15%, p < 0.05) were annotated for cell surface and cellular catabolic process
(GO: 0044248).
IPA on the other hand detected annotations for 86 probe sets and 46 canonical pathways at
p-value < 0.05. Below are the top ten Canonical pathways detected by IPA at p value 0.05.
Top 9 Canonical pathways are listed below:


Dendritic Cell Maturation, 7 out of 86 (8%, p < 0.05)



B Cell Development, 5 out of 86 (10%, p < 0.05),



CD28 Signaling in T Helper Cells, 5 out of 86 (5%, p < 0.05)



T Helper Cell Differentiation, 4 out of 86 (3%, p < 0.05)



B Cell Receptor Signaling 5 out of 86 (5%, p < 0.05)



Antigen Presentation Pathway, 5 out of 86 (5%, p < 0.05)



Protein Kinase Signaling 5 out of 86 (5%, p < 0.05).



cAMP-mediated signaling 4 out of 86 (3%, p < 0.05)
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Figure 16: A) Gene ontology categories (T-Test at P-value < 0.05 + FC of 1.5) overrepresented at
P value < 0.05. DAVID detected annotation for 27 categories for Biological processes and
annotation for 4 categories for molecular function at p-value < 0.05. B) Top 34 out of 46
Canonical pathways detected by IPA at P value < 0.05.

Probe sets identified by SAM + T-Test & Fold Change
The combined SAM at FDR < 5% and T-Test at p-value 0.05 + FC at 1.5 folds up or down,
identified a union of 133 probe sets as significantly different out of which 99 had annotations
in DAVID. DAVID detected enriched annotation for 21 categories of Biological processes and
5 categories of molecular function at p-value < 0.05.
DAVID pathway detection process classified 43 out of 65 probe sets (66%, p < 0.05)
immune system process and immune response (GO: 0002376, GO: 0006955). 46 out of 88
probe sets (56%, p < 0.05) had classification for protein binding (GO: 0005515). 74 out of 83
probe sets (82%, p < 0.05) were annotated for binding, antigen processing, antigen binding and
protein binding (GO: 0005488, GO: 0019882, GO: 0019884, GO: 0005515).
IPA on the other hand detected annotations for 91 probe sets and 66 canonical pathways at
p-value < 0.05. Combined approach of SAM and T-test +FC detected more immune and T
lymphocyte pathways as compare to single Gene selection approach (SAM test or T-Test
+FC). Top 10 Canonical pathways are listed below:


Type I Diabetes Mellitus Signaling, 7 out of 91 (7%, p < 0.05)



PKCθ Signaling in T Lymphocytes, 7 out of 91 (7%, p < 0.05)



B Cell Development and receptor signaling, 10 out of 91 (10%, p < 0.05)



Nur77 Signaling in T Lymphocytes, 4 out of 91 (4%, p < 0.05)



T Helper Cell Differentiation, Calcium-induced T Lymphocyte Apoptosis,
23 out of 91 (24%, p < 0.05)



cAMP-mediated signaling. 7 out of 91 (7%, p < 0.05)



CD28 Signaling in T Helper Cells, 7 out of 91 (7%, p < 0.05)



Cytotoxic T Lymphocyte-mediated Apoptosis of Target Cells, 10 out of 91 (10%, p
< 0.05)
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Figure 17: A) Gene ontology categories (SAM + and T-Test at P-value < 0.05 & FC of 1.5)
overrepresented at P value < 0.05. Given are GO category name, number and percentage of genes
within each category in black bars or all genes tested represented by open bars. B) 24 out of 66
Canonical pathways (SAM + T-Test at P-value < 0.05 & FC of 1.5) presented at P value < 0.05.
Given are canonical pathways and log p-palue for each pathway. Yellow line shows the threshold
for each canonical pathway detected significantly.

E. Validation
Molecular validation was attempted for a subset of genes identified as differentially
expressed. Genes that were identified by SAM, T-Test + FC and a union of SAM and TTest + FC were chosen for validation. Real time quantitative PCR was performed on
CD247, CYR61, HLA-DQA1, HLA-DQB1, IGHM, FLNB, FSCN1, NFKBIE, NRAS,
RAC2, and STAT1 genes with one house keeping gene PPIA. Mariani lab had previous
performed validation on SERPINE2, PDE4B, and CLIC5. SERPINE2 and PDE4B were
successfully validated but the remaining differentially expressed genes did not confirm
significant differences in expression for between WT and KO.

Figure 18: Validation results for CD247, CYR61, HLA-DQA1, HLA-DQB1, IGHM, FLNB,
FSCN1, NFKBIE, PDE4B, RAC2, SERPINE2, NRAS, and CLIC5 and STAT1 genes. Shown are
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Genes and the relative Gene Expression by real time qPCR. SERPINE2 and PDE4B were
successfully validated (represented by *) but other genes did not confirm significant differences in
expression for between WT and KO

F. Discussion
Chronic Obstructive Pulmonary disease is one of the most common lung diseases and
currently there is no cure available. Genome wide association studies and Microarray
experiments have helped researchers previously to identify candidate genes and potential
undiscovered pathways involved in COPD. From previously done studies, SERPINE2 was
discovered to be a potential COPD susceptibility gene. Genome wide expression profiling was
done on three samples of 8 weeks old SERPINE2 KO and three samples of age matched WT
mice.
Multiple approaches (MAS5, PLIER and RMA) were applied to extract and normalize
expression intensities. The generated dendograms on extracted data did not show clear
segregation between samples suggesting that the extracted data included noise. To reduce noise
and improve the quality of the data, filtering was used. Dendograms created after each filtering
approach also did not show clear separation among samples. No clear separation in clusters
indicated that the two samples (WT and KO) used for our study might have only minute
differences that were not visible in the dendograms. The ideal clear segregation was observed
in the heat maps of SAM identified and T-Test + FC identified consistent genes as shown in
results. The clusters of SAM identified and T-Test + FC identified gene also showed that
SERPINE2 was always over-expressed in all three WT samples and under-expressed in KO
samples.
To find significantly differentiated genes, multiple analytical approaches (SAM, T-Test +
FC and combination of SAM + T-Test & FC) were used. Using multiple approaches gives an
advantage and flexibility to compare similarity and relevance across results. Any gene that is
classified as different by multitude of methods stands a better chance of being a truly
differentially expressed gene.
SERPINE2 was identified as significantly differentiated gene by all three approaches, a)
SAM at FDR < 0.05, b) T-Test at p-value < 0.05 + FC of 1.5 up or down, and c) combination
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of SAM + T-Test & FC. All of the above approaches for differential expression identified
SERPINE2 to be significantly different, which served as validation of the mouse model.
A list of probe sets was consistently identified by SAM, or T-Test + FC or a combination
of both SAM + T-test & FC. Apart from this list of consistent genes, there were other probe
sets that were also identified as significantly different (Union of SAM, T-Test + FC and
combination of SAM + T-Test & FC). Choosing only consistent genes for pathway detection
greatly increases the chances of false discovery and might not detect all novel pathways. Since,
pathway analysis relies more upon consistency across ontology or pathway groups and are less
dependent on individual genes, in order to detect all relevant pathways, all probe sets identified
as significantly different by all analytical approaches were used for pathway detection.
Multiple approaches (DAVID and IPA) were used to detect gene ontology and canonical
pathways involved with differentially expressed probe sets. The pathway detection found an
evidence for dysregulation of mechanisms of numerous BALT related cells at this early time
point, including, T cell, B cell and dendritic cell pathways. Further, data also indicates OX40
signaling, cAMP mediated signaling, B and T cell development, and all the pathways
associated with inflammation show early progression of BALT like lesions.
The animals studied were two months old, at which point, we typically do not find any
visible alteration in the phenotype. However, numerous genes and pathways associated with T
lymphocytes were found to be affected in our samples, which indicated that these cells play an
early role in development of BALT like lesions. From the above listed differentially expressed
genes that were discovered from our study, SERPINE2, PDE4B, NFKBIE, STAT1, CD247,
FSCN1, discovered numerous COPD related pathways such as inflammation, T and B cell
development, cell differentiation, immunoglobulin, antigen binding and processing. These and
other discovered pathways observed in this mice model may play a significant role and may
likewise be important in the pathogenesis of COPD in humans (27 – 30).
From the above differently expressed genes, the genes that were consistently identified as
significantly different by all gene selection analytical approaches and the genes that discovered
numerous COPD related pathways, were chosen for molecular validation.
Due to the short time span, we were able to attempt molecular validation using quantitative
real time PCR of a small subset of 12 genes and only two from our list were successfully
validated. One of the limitations of our study was that molecular validation (quantitative real
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time PCR validation) showed a high false discovery rate. Multiple factors might affect the
individual gene validation such as pipetting errors, unverified assays used for qPCR, poor
assay specificity, inaccurate array data, and poor sensitivity levels for the assays used. Also,
since the animals studied were two months old, qPCR validation showed low level expressions
which reduced our ability to accurately measure the amplification.
The other major limitation of the study was a small sample size. Large sample size will
help to discover more insight into the data and discover more accurate and relevant pathways.
If the study is repeated with large number of samples, the results might show novel genes and
pathways.

G. Conclusion
In summary, we generated genome-wide expression data from lung tissues of
SERPINE2 knock-out and age matched control animals, which can serve as a resource for
future discovery of COPD markers, as lungs SERPINE2 knock-out animals emulate those
of subjects with COPD. We have discovered previously known as well as novel genes and
pathways associated with the mouse model, which may provide clues to the etiology of
COPD.
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